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Fig. 8.21. Production photograph 
showing a ~cenc des1gn by Alexander 
Golovm from the performance of Don 
juan, directed b) Meyerhold, for the 

Alexandinsky Theatre, St. Petersburg, 
1910. NO£e the ~mall cabinets on each 
s1de of the stage, which hid commen· 
rator~ on the action. 
PICturt • GIK 7'49'>7 St ""t tr>burt Sutt 
'1u~m gffhe-Jttf' •nd Mus I(. 

one ofReinhardt's final productions, D1e We,g der Verheissun,g (The 
Eternal Road) by franz Werfel (189o-1945), a saga of the Jewish 
struggle to survive, staged in New York at the Manhattan Opera 
House in 1937. [fig 8.20) !twas designed by Horner. Much ofRein
hardt's time in the United States was spent in Hollywood, where he 
headed a school for actors and directed films. By the 1930s, he was 
probably the best-known director in the world, and many young 
designers visited his theatres, where they became acquainted with 
his methods and adopted aspects of those practices in their own 
work. He was an important influence on the developmentofwhat 
came to be known in the United States as the wnew stagecraft . ., 

Russian Modernism 

While R.einhardtwas influencing theatre practice in Central Europe 
in the early twentieth century, other important changes were 
taking place in Russia in theatres under the influence of Sergei 
Diaghilev (1872-1929) and Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940). 
Both were partially influenced by the visual an of the symbolists 
and other revolutionary painters. [fig 8.21) 

In Russia, the antirealist impulse was at first most evident in 
Tnt World of Art, a periodical established by Diaghilev in 1898. It 

covered all the am but eventually was most influential in music 
and ballet. After the 1903 retiremenrofMarius Petipa (1818-1910), 
who had dominated Russian ballet in the nineteenth century, full
length fairy-tale works, such as Swan Lake and Slttptn,g Btauty, were 
largely replaced by shorter works that offered opportUnities for 
novel choreograph)', set to the music of composers such as Igor 
Stravinsky, whose scores included complex rhythms and shifts in 
mood. The settings were designed by major artists of various new 
schools. In 1909, Diaghilev took a ballet company that empha
sized these nC\v qualities to Paris. The enthusiastic response led 
him to create the Ballets Russes, which toured throughout Europe 
to enthusiastic response for both its dancing and its visual design, 
especially the costumes and scenery. When the Russian Revolu
tion erupted in 1917, the Ballet Russes stayed in France, where it 
was one of the most praised and influential companies in Europe. 
It remained a major company until Diaghilev·~ death in 1929. 

The scenic style of the Ballets Russes did not depend on an} 
new technical devices, for it relied primarily on painted wings 
and drops. Nevertheless, it departed markedly from illusionism, 
because line, color, and decorative motifs were considerably styl
ized to reflect moods and themes rather than specific periods 
or places. Although the designers drew on familiar forms and 
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decorative motifs, they created a sense of exoticism and fantasy 

through stylization. The influence upon European scenic art of the 

Ballets Russes' designers-among them Leon Bakst (1866-1924), 

[figs 8. 22 and 8.2 3] Alexandre Benois (r87o-t96o), [figs 8.24 and 

8.25] Alexander Golovin (1863- 1930), Mstislav Dobujinsky (1875-
1957), (fig 8.26] Natalia Gontcharova (188t-1962), [fig 8.27] and 

Mikhail Larionov (1881-1964) (fig 8.28]-was incalculable. After 

World War I, many of the Russian designers were replaced by 

rrench designers-among them Pablo Picasso, [figs 8.29 and 

8.30] Henri Matisse, Georges Braque (1882-r963), Juan Gris 

(r887-1927l, and Marie Laurencin (1883-1956)-and reflected all 

the major avant-garde trends tn painting. The settings for ballet 

were probably the most influential of the time, in the way operatic 

designs were influential in the stxteenth through eighteenth cen

turies. The Ballet Russes' popularity did much to resurrect interest 
in ballet, which had grown fallow outside ofRussia. 

Fig. 8.22. (upper left) Leon Bakst's scene design for Schthtrazadt, Ballets 
Russes, Paris, 1910. 
leon Bakst (Rossoan, •806-•9>4). Wotercolor, meuiiO: paont, and gr..phote on paper, 19''~ • 4~'. in., 
n1gg88t.ln the collectJon oftht McNay Art Muwum, g>ft ofRoben L 8. Tobon. Photoanph 
Moeha~ Smoth. 

Fig. 8.23. (upper right) Leon Bakst's scene design for Jtwe (Games), ca. 1914. 
leon Bakst !Russoan.•S0&-•91.4). Graph ott, paStel, and chaO<oalon paper, mounted on convos. 
19 • 4' on., n •gg8.53 In tht colltct10n of tht McNay Art Musoum, gtfi ofRobtn l. 8 Tobon Photograph 
M·chael Sm1th. 

fig. 8.24. (bottom left) Alexandre Benois's scene design for "The King's 
Bedroom• in act Ill ofLe Romsnol (The Nightingale), Ballets R.usses, 1914. 
Aleundll' Btnois (Russtan, 187o-•4)6oJ. Gouachr 1nd pastel on paper. mounted on canvas: 
J8';, • 4>V•in., Tl tgg8.1u In the colltctoon oftht McNay An Museum. goftofRoben L. 8. Tobon 

An om R•iflts Soc•~ (ARS) Ntw York IAOI.GP, Pans Photograph: Mtehatl Smrth. 

Fig. 8.25. (bottOm right) Alexandre Benois's scene design for act II in GIStllt. 
1910. 
Ak"nd"' lltnois (~n. 18]0-1g6o). W>ttrcolor, mk, and CTOPhrte on paper, 4' • • 5' •'n• 
n1ggi.I0).1t In thtcol'tctionofthe McNay An Howum, gofiofRobenl. 8 Tobon. ()Arusti R>a"ts 
Soc..-ty!AAS) NtwYork fADAGP, Pans Photograph· Moc:hatl Smoth, 



Fig. 8.26. Mstislav Dobujinsky's scene design for Balltt lmptnalt, 1941. 
Mstoslav OobuJonslcy (Russoan, •875· 1957). Go ... the on poper, 8', • 1 ,. , in., n •998 '45 In the 
coll0<1oon ofthe McN•y Art Mu..,um,l'ft of Raben LB. Tobon Pl>olosrapfl: Moch .. l Sm th. 

Fig. 8.29. Pablo Picasso's scene design for Pulnntlla. Ballets Russes. 

1919-1920. 
Pablo Pocano (SpaniSh, o88•-•97J) Watercolor andgouachtonpaper, u'/, ••8h on., TL.toouo6 
In the cofl0<1oon ofthe McN1y Art MuS<um.goft of the Tobon lndowment. Cl EsUt< of Pablo Pocanol 
Art•s!ilbghu Soc•t'ty ~)New yl)l\ PI!~ Michael Slftotll. 

Fig. 8.27. Natalia Gomcharova's destgn for the decor for act!. 1.1 Coq d'Or, ca. 1913. 
Nauloa Gont<fta"""' R,,n ~ •91>> V.otO" ""· eoua<flo, and r>phott Oft pall<'f, 11 , .,6 in1 Tlt998 •7) 

I<> th<eoll«toOnofthe Mc'uyAtt "'OWllm, J'ftof~ l I Tobon. C Aru11111ip" Socttr} .utli l ,...,. Yl)l\ 
AOI.GP, P•~• Pt>o~osrapfl ~ dl.ttl Smoth 

Fag. 8.28. Mikhail urionov's ~cene 
design for 1.1 Rmard (I he Fox). ca. 1921 . 
M'khJ•Illnonov (Ruu''"· t8lt••964> Watt>rcofot., 
ptache,1nd araph1tf' OR p.lpt'f, t)')'. M 10". 1n t 

Tlo991>6o In !htcofi«!•OIIOIIht Mc"UyArt 
!'1uuvm, rftofll4bonL I Tobin An..uRCt>u 
Soct<ty (.utlil ,.,.,. '""' AOAGP, Pant Phot"""ph 
H~Sm.th 

l'lg. 8. 30. Pablo Paca,so's model for 1.1 Tnromt, 8.1llers Ru•~es. 1919. 
Pablo l'l<ano(Spon,.h, oSit-<97)1 W•renolound era ph 1< Oft boo rd. 6 • • ool4 • Sll on, Tlaoo• 'OS 
tn !he colle<1oon oftht McNay An Mustum.a•ft of !he Tohon lnd"*"'""' hU!t ofrablo ~<&UO 
Anl<l> Ao;flt> Socotty,ARSI i'i<w Yoti. l'tlotllf'"l>h: M!Chltl Sm th 
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Fig. 8.3 1. Constantine Smoff's scene design for Chekhov's Tht Chmy 
Orcha rd, produced by Stanislavsky's Moscow Art Theatre. 
In the colf~ctton o( rht Bakhrush1n Sutt Central The~tricat Mu~um, Moscow 

Fig. 8. 32. Nicolai Sapunov's scene design for Tolstoy's Tsar Flodor, 
produced by Stanislavsky's Moscow An Theatre. 
Inc~ cotlect•on of the Bi\chrush•n State Central fht.Jtn<al Museum. Moscow. 

Fig. 8.33. Nikolai Ulyanov's projected setting forSchluck undjau for 
Mcyerhold's Theatre-Studio, rgos. 
In the coUt-cuon of the 8akhrushtn StJ~tt' Central The~tr1c-al Museum, Moscow 

In the late nineteenth century, Russian interest in French 
symbolist drama (especially Maeterlinck's) had increased, but 

Constantin Stanislavsky (1863-1938), one of the leaders of the 
Moscow Art Theatre, could find no satisfactory means of staging 
symbolist plays, because his production ideas were based largely 
on Saxe-Meiningen's. Therefore, despite determined efforts, the 
Moscow Art Theatre found its productions of symbolist plays robe 
unsatisfactory. To solve the problem, Stanislavsky in 1905 formed 
the Studio and employed Meyerhold to head it. Among the design
ers connected with the Studio were Vasili Denisov (1862-1921), 
Nikolai Ulyanov (1922-1990), Nikolai Sapunov (r88o-r912), and 
Sergei Sudeikin (1882-1946). [figs 8.31 and 8.32) 

Among this group's innovations was the abandonment of sce
nic models, which they associated with the working methods of 
the naturalistic theatre. As Meyerhold put it, "Out of the dissat
isfaction with models was born the technique of impressionis
tic plans .... Each artist now tried to vary this crude naturalistic 
job [the building of houses, gardens, and streets on the stage] 

by introducing refined stylized coloring and trick lighting effects 
[in their painting]" (Meyerhold and Brown, 42-43). A render
ing ofUJyanov's setting for scene 3 of Hauptmann's Schluck und 
]au, produced in 1905, shows a row of arbors curving around the 
stage space. A female figure is seated in each arbor, and all are 
embroidering on the same broad ribbon, all in perfect unison. 
[fig 8.33] 

Of the Studio, one critic declared that the work of the director 
and designer was entirely successful but that the actors seemed 
unable to break away from the methods they had learned at the 
Moscow Art Theatre. Stanislavsky could not reconcile the tradi
tional acting style of his company with what he saw in Meyer
hold's productions. Stanislavsky at first postponed the opening 
of the Studio and then canceled it altogether. 

Soon afterward, Meyerhold was invited to join Vera Komisar
zhevskaya's company in Saint Petersburg as an actor and direc

tor. Komisarzhevskaya (I864-19ro), one of the most admired 
actresses in Russia, wished to reform the theatre and encouraged 
Meyerhold to stage plays by Maeterlinck and other symbolist play
wrights. Among his first productions was Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, 
staged in November r9o6 with a setting by Sapunov that consisted 
of a single backdrop. The walls were light blue; the openwork 
screens on either side of the stage were pale gold. Each character 

wore a monochromatic costume designed specifically for the 
play. At stage left, a huge armchair covered in white fur- it had 
the effect of a throne-was reserved for Hedda. Elsewhere on the 
stage were a white sofa and a white grand piano. The stage was 
long and narrow, thirty-five feet wide but only twelve feet deep; it 

was raised higher than the usual level and seemed to hover above 
the audience. The goal was a cold, regal, autumnal effect. In what 
is usually staged as an intimate conversation between Hedda and 



Lovborg, they looked straight ahead, toward the audience. Meyer

hold's goal was to make the spectator seek the inner rather than 
the outer reality. 

ln staging Wedekind's Friihhngs Erwachen (The Awakening of 

Spring) in 1907, Meyerhold placed the scenic elements needed for 

all eighteen scenes onstage and then, through lighting, isolated 

each area as needed. Although this may seem commonplace today, 

it was innovative at the time and was made possible by develop

ments in lighting technology, especially dimmers. In Balaganch1k 

(The Fairground Booth) by Alexander Blok (188o-1921), staged 

first in 1906 and repeated several times in later years, Meyerhold 

and Sapunov experimented with the artificia lity of the stage. 

[fig 8. 34) They made everything visible to the audience-even the 

fairground booth was flown in with the audience watching. Meyer

hold also used commedia dell'arte characters to emphasize the 

artificiality of the stage, a favorite goal throughout the remainder 
of his career. 

Because Meyerhold used Komisarzhevskaya's theatre as a 

laboratory for his own ideas rather than seeking to promote his 

employer's talents as one of the most admired actresses of the 

day, it is not surprising that they parted ways in 1908. It was sur

prising, especially to his critics, that he was almost immediately 

employed as a stage director at the Imperial Mariinsky Theatre in 

Saint Petersburg. As part of his contract, he agreed not to do at 

the Imperial Theatre the kinds of experiments for which he was so 

well known. Rather, his assignments were restric ted to traditional 
operas and plays, and he established his own private studio in 

which to carry out his experiments with new scenic practices. At 

the Imperial Theatre, Meyerhold worked most often with Golovin, 

who had been one ofDiaghilev's principal designers, staging pro

ductions of works by Moliere, Wagner, Modest Petrovich Mus

sorgsky (1839-1881), and others (see figu re 8.21). After 1914, he 

experimented with staging in his own studio, where he assumed 
the identity Dr. Dappertutto; in that guise, he worked on inno

vations that he would put to fuller use following the Revolution 

oft917. He read widely and borrowed ideas from the theatres of 

Japan, China, Spain, Italy, England, and France. He was familiar 

with the writings of Appia, Craig, Fuchs, Jacques Rouche (r862-

19S7), and other theorists of the period. Undoubtedly, Meyerhold 

was the most dedicated and persistem of the Russian experimen· 

talists in the years between 1900 and 1917. After the Revolution, he 

would expand his experiments in mainstream theatre and would 

become a major influence internationally. 
Another important figure in the Russian theatre after 1910 was 

Fyodor Fyodorovich Komisarzhevsky (1882-1954), the brother of 

Vera Komisarzhevskaya. lie disappproved of Meyerhold's work 

and developed a style that was the most eclectic in Russia, fore

shadowing what later in the twentieth century came to be called 

postrnodernism. Unlike Reinhardt, who chose a period or style 

Fig. 8. 34- Nicolai Sapunov's dts1gn for 8olaga"ch1k (l'.mground Booth) for 
Meyerhold, 1914. 
In th• colltctlon ohh• hkhNsll•n Su.~ C•ntral Thratnul Mu...,m, MOK.,. 

for each of his productions and made everything conform to it, 

Komisarzhevsky believed that each character and action has itl. 
own qualities for which the director must find some meaningful 

visual metaphor that \\ill set up the nght associations for contem
porary audiences. Thus, his productions combmed elements from 

many periods and sr•les, all anfullv blended. KomisarzhC\·sJ..• fled . . . 
R.ussia in 1919 and subsequently worked in France, England, and 
the United States. His work is seen to best advantage in the pro

ductions he staged tn England tn the 1920s and 1930s. 

Expressionism 

The first quarter of the twentieth century is noted for it~ numerous 

artisttc movemenrs--cxpres~ionism, furunsm, Dad.1ism, surreal

ism, and numerous olhers--cach of which had strong advocates 
and distinctive artisoc tenets. It IS d1fficult to <.a} when expression

ism first appeared, but the term carne tnto usc slowly and often met 

objections. It was never a unified movement, but subjectJvin· and 
emotionalism were hallmarks of the variation~. Some h1stonans 

argue that Wassily Kandinsky and o~kar Koko~chka (J886-tg8o) 
were the fir:.t1mporram exprcs~ionist artis~. Kandin,J..·y \\TOte orr 

Gtlbt Klang (The Yellow Sound) in 1909. one of the fiN abMract 

dramas and ltght-and-sound event~. usmg "ymbolic ~et mO\'· 

ing colored lights, dancers. and mu~1c that expres,cd his t:1ith 

in the ultimate triumph of spirit over materiali~m. There is little 

dialogue in Tht Ytllou, Sound, and most effect~ an: achiC\·cd through 

the manipulation of light and 'ound. (ng 8.35) 
Kandinsky's dramas em bod~ lhe modemi~t characteristic' of 

discontinuity, illogicality, obscurity, and disparateness. Kokoschka 

wrote the pia)· Sphln.\ und Stroh mann (Sphinx and Stra\\ man) and 
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Marder, Ho.ffnung dtr Frautn (Murderer, the Hope of Women) in 
1907. Murdtrtr, first performed in 1908 at the Wiener Kunstschau, 
was notable for its highly stylized setting and atmospheric light· 
ing as well as its radical treatment of relations between men 
and women. 

Although expressionism never became a strongly inte
grated movement, its loosely related adherents did share certain 
principles. They were opposed to realism and naturalism because 
those movements glorified science and technology, which the 
expressionists associated with materialism. They also disliked 
those movements' emphasis upon external appearance rather 
than the internal spirit. They were equally unhappy with sym
bolism because of its Bight from contemporary social problems. 
Although they were willing to accept as valid the realists' concern 
for modern problems and the symbolists' antirealistic technique:., 
they found both movements unsatisfactory. The expressionists 
believed that fundamental truth is to be found within human
Ity-its sp1rit, soul, desires, and v1s1ons-and that external real
Ity should be reshaped tO make it possible for the human spirit to 

realize 1ts h1ghest aspirations. Matenalism and mdustrialism were 
its major targets. Subjective v1sion was given pnority over objec
tive appearance. "We expressionists ... are overcome by visions •. 
. . We do not reproduce but create" (Edschimid, 65). Much expres
SIOnist theatre was given over to "the regeneration of humanity" 
and the creation of the "new man." In 1917,LUdwig R.ubinerwrote: 

wwe want to arouse by heart-shaking assaults, terrors, threats, the 

Fig. 8.35. Wassily Kandisky's design for 
"The Great Gate of Kiev," Tableau XVI, for 
the stage setting ofP1ctures of on Exhtbitton by 
Modest Mussorsky for the FriedrickTheatre, 
Dessau, ca. 1928. 
Waten:ofor. biJck ink. 8! :. • to~'tln,,lnv. AM81·6s-113- Photo-
,,. ph: ]un<laude Planch01 In the collect•<>" of the Mu ... 

Nat•onal d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pomp•dou, Pani. 
ArtostS Rights Socoeoy (ARS). New Yot1< I AOAGP, Pam. PhotogrJph 

CNAC / MNAM/ Oist. ~unoon des Mu~ts Nationau</ Art 

Resource, NV 

individual's awareness of his responsibility in the community! 
... We are the scum, the offal, the despised. We are the holy mob. 

We do not want to work because work is too slow .... We believe 
in miracles. For us, destroyer is a religious concept, inseparable 
for us today from creator" (Sokel, 4). 

The drama written to embody this vision was usually "message 
centered"; the protagonist was usually sacrificed to the materi
alism, hypocrisy, or callousness of others. The characters were 
usually given generic names (Husband, Son, Mother, Soldier, 
Prostitute, Minister, etc.) because the playwrights were more 
interested in Humanity than in the Individual. Dialogue was often 
reduced to one- or two-word sentences (the "telegraphic style"); 
distortion (in varying degrees) was found in all the visual ele
ments (scenery, lighting, and costume); walls might lean inward 
to suggest oppression; trees sometimes changed into skeletons; 
characters often moved mechanically; the color, shape, and size 
of objects might be markedly altered; shadows and colored light 
were used to establish a strong sense of mood or to isolate charac
ters in a void. The overall impression was one of allegory clothed 
in nightmare or vision. 

The number of expressionist playwrights prior to World War I 
was small, and few of their plays were produced. Not until dis
illusionment provoked by the war increased did the production 
of these plays expand, beginning in 1917, peaking in 1919, and 
declining until their popularity had vinually disappeared by 1924. 
Most of the early performances were given in the afternoon or 
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at private showings. The most popular of the playwrights were 

Fritz von Unruh (r885-1970), Georg Kaiser (1878-1945), Ernst 

Toller (1893-1939), and Walter Hasenclever (189o-1940), in one 

of whose plays, Ott Menschen (Humanity), produced in 1918, the 

protagonist rises up from his grave and is handed his head in a 

sack. Otto Reigbert's (189o-1957) design for Hasenclever's Der 
Sohn (The Son), staged in K.iel in 1919, is indicative of the styliza

tion and the manipulation oflight and shadow. Toller's Dit Wand

lung (The Transfiguration), staged in Berlin in 1919 with settings 

by Robert Neppach (I89o-1939), shows a battlefield scene with 

corpses entangled in barbed wire. (fig 8. 36] Perhaps the best

known and most influential expressionist design can be seen in 

Das Kabinrtt des Doktor Caligari (The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari), a 1920 

film by Robert Weine (1873-1938), which had distorted scenery 

and stylized costumes. (fig 8.37] 

Leopold Jessner (1978- 1945), who was head of the Berlin Staat

stheatre in the 1920s, favored settings that emphasized steps (in 

the manner of Appia) and the manipulation oflighting, especially 

the use of colored light to make symbolic statements. His 1920 

production of Rtchard Ill, with designs by Emil Pirchan (1884-

1957), was performed primarily on a flight of stairs. (fig 8.38] It 

showed the rise in Richard's power by playing scenes ever higher 

on the flight of stairs, and as Richard became more powerful, the 

stage became increasingly red. When Richmond began to oppose 

Richard, the action moved downward on the stairs and the red 

lighting cross-faded until the end, when Richard was at ground 

level and the stage was bathed in white light. Thus, action was 

developed in Jcssner's productions symbolically but without the 

emphasis on distortion that characterized the productions of 

most other expressionist directors. }essner used steps so exten

sively that they (jessntrtreppen) came to be considered the hallmark 

of his staging. Expressionism declined in popularity in the late 

192os, but many of its characteristic scenic and lighting practices 

were absorbed into other visual modes. 

Fig. 8. 36. Robert Neppach 's scene design for Toller's D1t Wand lung 

(The Transfiguration), 1919. 

Alu.dtm1t dtr KuMtt 8rrl•" 

Fig. 8. 37. Production photograph showmg Robert \\'iene·s scene de~ign 
for Tht U!bmtt of Dr. Cahgan. 1920. 

In the colloaoon o( th• O.ut"h• Koo•mllth<k Mu~um lur f1lm und ftm..,h•n. 

Fig. 8.38. Robert Edmund Jones's sketch ofEm1l Pirchan's des1gn for 
RIChard Ill, for a Leopold Jcssner production, Berlin Staarsthcater, 1920. 

~It Edmond )oMs (A,.r~CJn. ,887 ,9~). (DottJM•t "" ,, "~ ca up.1. Gouoclt• ••d lo~ on pojlff, 

8•; • 11'.{on., ll•CJ99·"3 2 l•th•cotl«ctionofth<McNoyAnHu~m.c•ftofRDI>ffll I Tobin 
Pl>otogr2pl\. Moduoel Smoth 
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Fig. 8.39. Umberto Boccioni's caricature, A Futurist Soirlt, of the "Futurist 
Evening" at the Theatre Politeama Garibaldi, Tevisio, June 2, 1911. Left to 
right: Boccioni, Pratelb, Filippo Tommaso Marinetri, Carra, and Russolo. 
l111.1p 10• •046797 Loaoooo of Otll'~' dta ... "' uoknow•. Coun.sy ofY••• Un~rs•l)' l.lbnl) f, ippo 
TomNto M•flnttto P•pon. Gontm Colton.,.,, k Nd<tiU~ Book and M•nuscnpt l.lbnry. 

Fig. 8.40. Giacomo Balla's scene design for Fuoo d'ortt.fioo (fireworks) 
by Stravm~ky. Rome, 1915. 
•· tnt ol t<t.,.,olth< Mu><C>Ttot,. .. a 'Sni•,M ....... ty C Nlosts R,.t>ts Soco<ty(ARSI I<YI SIAE 
RoiT'• Ph< toe'~ ph 5<&1.1 I 4rt Rtsoutco, NY ' 

Futurism 

Another important movement-futurism-developed more or 
less simultaneously with expressionism. It got its first impetus 
from the Italian writer Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876-1944) 
in a manifesto published tn 1909. Like the expressionists, the 
futurists rejected the past and wished to transform society. But 
they took a path diametrically opposed to the expressionists. The 
fmurists deplored veneration of the past, perhaps partly because 
Italy was industrially backward, but perhaps more because Italy 
seemed to be valued primarily for its artistic past. Therefore, rather 
than denouncing machines and industrialization, the futurists 
glorified the energy and speed of the machine age and called for 
the destruction (no doubt with tongue in cheek) of all museums 
and libraries. They championed the racing car as representative 
of the beauty of the future. From 1910 onward, futurists gave seratt 
(performances), some of which were so militant that they turned 
into riots. [fig 8.39] The futurists set out to create new art forms 
appropriate to the machine age. They created picture poems, 
kinetic sculpture, and collage; they entered such ready-mades as 
wine racks and urinals in art exhibitions. In music they developed 
the idea ofbruitisme, or "noise music," out of the sounds of cook
ing utensils, typewriters, alarm clocks, and other sounds of the 
modern city. Luigi Russolo (188s-1947) invented the intonarmori, 
or "noise organ," with which the futuri sts gave concerts. Begin
ning in 19n, they published a series of manifestos championing 
change. In 1913, The Variety Theatre proclaimed that music halls, 
nightclubs, and circuses were superior to traditional theatre as 
models for drama, and championed variety's disparate attrac
tions, interaction of performers and spectatOrs, and mingling of 
elements from several media as models (Appollonio, 130). In 1915 
and 1916, the futurists published seventy-six smtesi (short plays), 
which were performed in several Italian cities. Most of them were 
only a few lines long; some had no spoken dialogue. Besides their 
extreme brevity, they were characterized by discontinuity, abstrac
tion, and simultaneity. The place of the action was usually the 
stage, time was indefinite or telescoped , nonverbal sound and 
symbolic lighting were common, and several media were inter
mingled. In most instances, clear story, logical progression, and 
psychological characterization were minimized or ignored. 

Most of the futurists' major design work was for ballet Repre
sentative examples include the settings by Giacomo Balla (t87I
I9S8) for the Ballets Russes' Ftu d'Artijicr (Fireworks), [fig 8-4o) 
staged in Rome in 1917, and the settings by Naum Cabo (x89o-
1977) and Antoine Pevsner (1886-1962) for the Ballets Russes' La 
Chatte (The Cat), performed in Paris in 1927. [fig 8-41] Fortunato 
Depero (1892-196o) was especially interested in kinetic sculpture, 
which carried over into theatrical designs that underwent trans
formations during performances. A good example of his stage 



Fig. 8.41. Production photograph for the Bailers Russes' production of 
La Chattt, set design by Naum Cabo and Antoine Pevsner, Paris, 1927. 
«> Tat•, London 1009. ~ 11111StS RighU Socioty (ARS). Now Yorlc/AOAGP, Pans. 

design is Balla Plastici (Plastic Dances), at the Teatro dei Piccoli 
in Rome in 1918, which distorted human shape into mechanical, 
floral, and geometric forms. [fig 8.42] 

Following World War I, Enrico Prampolini (1894-1960) was 
the major futurist designer. His settings and costumes can be seen 
in the "mechanical ballet" Psicologia dellt Macchint (The Psychol
ogy of Machines) by Silvio Mix (1goo-r927) and in Lt Marchand dt 
Coeur (The Merchant of I learts) by Prampolini and Franco Casa
vola (1891-1955), a pantomime that intermingled human and 
inanimate objects, for the Theatre de Ia Pantomime Futuriste m 
Paris in 1927. Prampolini, who designed more than one hundred 
productions, also wrote a number of manifestos that demanded 
painted scenery be replaced with "dynamic stage architecture 
that will move" (Kirby and Kirby, 205). [fig 8.43] He proposed 
that, instead oflighting the stage, the space should incorporate 
luminous sources "coordinated analogically with the psyche of 
each scenic action" (Kirby and Kirby, 205). He even stated that 
human actors would no longer be tolerated: "Vibrations. lumi
nous forms (produced by electric currents and colored gases) will 
wriggle and writhe dynamically , .. and replace living actor:. .... 
The appearance of the human element on the stage shatters the 
mystery of the beyond that must reign in the theatre." He called 
his stage "a center of spiritual attraction for the new religion of the 
future" (Kirby and Kirby, 206). 

After 1930, interest in futurism declined. It was never a major 
theatrical movement, but it championed innovations that " .. ould 

Fig. 8.42. Fonunaro Dcpero's scene dc,ign for lkl[lt l'tasm, leauo dt'l 
Piccoli, Rome,Jgi8. 

Altom Rlshu Socorty lARS) NY I SlAt, Rom• PhotoJraph Co..r1ny o(Orpno 4orllovn 

resurface forcefully in the 196o~: simultaneity and multiple focus, 
direct confrontation of aud1ence:. by pc:rformer., intermingling 
of actors and !>pectators, antlhtcrary and alog1c.1l biases, removal 
of theatre from a mu. cum-like atrno~phere, and era~ing the 
boundaries between the arts. 

F1g. 8.4~. En nco !'rampolt01'~ ~ccnedrsign tor I \'olean, Tatro Argmuna, 

Rome, 1914. 
Dr Alfty....,Prampaloni._,. 
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Dadaism and Surrealism 

The movement known as Dada was founded in 1916 in Zurich, 
Switzerland, where many artists opposed to World War I had 
gone in an attempt to escape the war. The Cabaret Voltaire, run 
by Hugo Ball (1886-1927), served as its unofficial headquarters. 
Marcel Janco (1885-1984), a Romanian artist, was the move
ment's primary designer, providing settings and full-body masks. 
Tristan Tzara (1896-1963), who wrote seven manifestos for Dada
ism between r916 and 1920 and edited its periodical, became its 
best-known advocate. Other prominent members included Em my 
Hennings (188s-1948), Hans Arp (1887-1966), and Richard 
Huelsenbeck (1892-1974). Dadaism was grounded in contempt 
for a world that had produced a global war. Its adherents sought 
to replace logic and reason with calculated madness, spontane
ity, freedom from constraint, and all-inclusiveness. They created 

"antiartistic" paintings and poems, deliberately illogical works, 
rubbish collages, and noise music. They borrowed heavily from 
futurism and engaged in direct confrontations with audiences. 
Ball was very fond of"sound" poems, which incorporated nonver
bal vocal sounds, whereas Tzara favored "chance poems," which 
were created by cutting sentences from newspapers, mixing them 
up in a hat, drawing them out at random, and declaiming them. 
Huelsenbeck favored African chants and dances. The first pub
lic performance at the Cabaret Voltaire, in 1917, showcased work 
by some of the most prominent European avant-garde artists, 
includingTzara, Marinetti, Kandinsky, and Kokoschka. !twas not 
a movement that emphasized scenic design, although costumes 
and masks played a prominent role. 

When World War I ended, the Dadaists dispersed. Some re
turned to Berlin, Max Ernst (1891-1976) and Hans Arp settled in 
Cologne, and in I lamburg, KurtSchwitters (1887-1948) founded 
the movement he called "Merz." The most important Dada
ist group moved to Paris, where Tzara and a group of young 
Frenchmen, including Louis Aragon (1897-1982), Philippe Sou
pault (t897-1990), and Andre Breton (t896-1966), sponsored 
a series of Dadaist "manifestations." Internal bickering led 
to the abandonment of Dadaism, and it was soon replaced by 
surrealism, a movement championed by Breton, who wrote its 
manifestos, which were heavily influenced by Sigmund Freud 
(18s6-t939). By the time Breton launched his surrealist move
ment, several proto-surrealist performances had attracted wide 
attention. 

The label surrealism apparently was coined in 1917 by Guillaume 
Apollinaire (t88o-t9t8), a critic who was involved in every artistic 
movement of the early twentieth century in France: the fauves, the 
cub1st.o,, the futurists, the Dadaists, and the surrealists. It was as 
a subtitle for his play, Lts Mamtllts dt Tiris1as: Drame Surrtalistt en 
Drux Actts rt un Prologur (The Breasts ofTiresias: Surrealist Drama 

Fig. 8.44. Photograph of costumes and scenery designed by Serge Ferat for 
Apollinaire's Tht Brtasts ofTirtsias, 1917. 
,t,ns du spectacle RES RF·50164 (•·>).4nonymous black-and·white photo. in the collection ofthe 
Biblioth~que Nationale de France, Paris. 

in Two Acts and a Prologue), completed in 19I7, that the word sur
realist was first used by an artist to describe his own work. The play 
purports to contain a serious message about repopulation of the 
postwar world. Early in the play, Therese, finding her life too con
fining, releases her breasts, which float away as balloons, and is 
transformed into Tiresias, leaving her husband to find the secret 
of creating children (sheer willpower) and to become the parent 
of more than forty thousand fifty children. In the prologue to the 
play, Apollinaire describes his ideal theatre: a circular structure 
with two stages, one in the middle and one surrounding the audi
ence. He states that on these stages, as in life itself, "sounds, ges· 
tures, colors, cries, tumults, music, dancing, acrobatics, poetry, 
painting, choruses, actions and multiple sets" join. The sets 
and costumes for The Breasts ofTiresias were by Serge Ferat (t88I

I9S8). [fig 8.44] 
ApoUinaire also used surrealist as a label for Parade, presented 

by the Ballets Russes in 1917 and for which he wrote the program 
notes. Jean Cocteau (188g-196 3) provided the scenario, Erik Sa tie 
(t866-1925) the music, Picasso the settings and costumes, and 
Leonid Massine (r8g6-1979) the choreography. !twas Diagh ilev's 
first use of contemporary French painters as designers, a prac· 
tice that brought new vitality to the Ballets Russes and made it 
as influential to stage design after the war as it had been before. 
[fig 8-47] Parade marked the theatrical debut ofCocteau, who was 
tO be considered the major surrealist playwright (though rejected 
by Breton). Parade draws on the eighteenth-century practice of 
using a short skit outdoors (a parade) to draw spectators into the 
theatre. In Parade, there are three theatre managers outside three 
theatres trying to entice an audience inside. Picasso depicted the 
first as a cubist construction, the second as an American sky· 
scraper, and the third as a Chinese conjurer accompanied by 3 

horse. The crowd mistakes the "come-on" for the performance 
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Fig. 8.48. Irene Lagur's scene design for Jean Cocteau's Manis dr Ia Tour 
E@l [fhe Wedding on the Eiffel Tower). Ballet Suedois, Paris, 1921. 

In tht colltctoon oftht Muss d•l• V•ll• d• Pam. Muwe Camavalet, P•ns Artists R•ct>ts Sot•ety tARS). 
~-o ..... von. ,AOAGP. Pons PhO(Oiraph Snati< IAn Rtsouttt, NY. 

itself and never goes inside. [figs 8.45 and 8.46] It was a collage 
of circus and music hall acts rather than traditional ballet. Satie's 
score included such futurist instrumentation as typewriters, 
sirens, airplane propellers, and telegraph tickers. Many histori
ans have credited this production for setting the tone for postwar 
experimentation in France. 

Cocteau 's Lts Marils de Ia Tour E!fftl (The Weddings on the Eiffel 
Tower) was presented in 1921 by the Ballets Suedois, which, under 
the direction ofRolfde Mare (1888-1964) between 1920 and 1925, 
was a focus for experimentation in Paris. [fig 8.48) The setting 
was a painted backdrop showing a stylized bird's-eye view of Paris 
as seen through the girders of the Eiffel Tower. The setting was by 
Irene Lagut (1893-1994) and the costumes by Jean Hugo (1894-
1984). Two actors dressed as phonographs recited the story from 
the sides of the stage. The characters (an ostrich, a lion, a hunter, 
a bathing beauty, and a wedding party) entered the stage through 
the bellows of a giant camera when the shutter was clicked. 

In 1924, Mare presented another ballet of historical signifi
cance, Rtlacht (No Performance), with music by Satie and sce
nario and designs by Francis Picabia (1879-1953). [fig 8.49) The 
scenery was composed of a backdrop covered entirely with round 
metal disks that reflected bright light into the eyes of the specta
tors. The dancers were dressed in white long johns and top hats, 
and two nude dancers posed as Cranach's painting of Adam and 
Eve. The mtermission was devoted to showing a film-Entr'actt 

Fig. 8.49. Francis Picabia's scene design for Rtlcicht, Ballet Suedois, t924· 
Cl 4rtists Roahts Socitty (ARS). Ntw Yor1c 1 AOAGP, Pons. Franco< Pocaboa. Snark Arthovt< Photo
gr.~phn ITh•lmagt Wort<s. 

by Rene Clair (1898-r981)-the first live performance to incor

porate cinema. 
By 1924, when surrealism was launched as a conscious move

ment, many productions labeled surrealist (and sometimes futur
ist or Dadaist) had already had a considerable impact on Parisian 
audiences. Breton made the unconscious mind the unifying source: 
"There exists a certain point of the mind at which life and death, 
the real and the imagined, past and future, the communicable 
and the incommunicable, high and low, cease being perceived as 
contradictions" (123). "The spirit is marvelously prompt to seize 
the faintest rapport that exists between two objects selected by 
chance" (Bradbury and McFarlane, 303). Breton had little interest 
in theatre-in fact, Anton in Artaud (1896-1948), one of the major 
figures in twentieth-century theatre, was expelled by Breton from 
the surrealist movement in 1927 because of his work in theatre
and the movement was always best known for painting and visual 
arts. The most prominent surrealist painter who designed for the 
theatre was Salvador Dall (1904-1989). Among his scenic designs 
are Shakespeare's As You Like It at the Teatro Eliseo in Rome in 1948• 
Don Juan Tenorio by Jose Zorilla y Moral (18!7-1893) at the Tea.rro 
Nationale Maria Guerrero in Madrid in 1950, and Salome by Rich
ard Strauss (1864-1949), at Covent Garden in 1949. [fig 8.sl) . 

Giorgio de Chirico (1888-1978) also used surrealism promi
nently in his designs for Lt Sal by Vittorio Rjeti (1898-1994) for ~e 
Ballets Russes in 1929, as did Alberto Savinio (I891-1952) with 



Fig. 8.50. Production photograph of Pablo Picasso's design for Otd1pus Rtx 

for the Theatre des Champs-Elysee$, Pans, 1947. 
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Oedipus Rtx by Stravinsky arl.a Scala in 1948. But surrealist designs 

were always looked upon as something of a gimmick and were 

seldom seen after 1950. [fig 8.sol 

Artaud 

Artaud, on the other hand, was scarcely noted in the 1920s and 

1930s but was destined to become one of the greatest influences 
on avant-garde stage design after World War II. Artaud con

sidered the most important human concerns ro be those bur

ied in the subterrranean parts of the mind, declaring that "the 
theatre has been created to drain abcesses collectively~ (31). 

He did not believe that the goal he sought could be achieved 

through traditional theatrical means, because the audience had 

developed devices to render them powerless. He sought an 
extramoral identification that would take hold of specta

tors physically, kinesthetically: "It goes to the extremity of 

instinct and forces the actor to plunge right to the roots of his 
being so that he leaves the stage exhausted ... [an experience) 

which acts as well upon the spectator and should not allow him 

to leave the theatre intact. but exhausted, involved, perhaps trans

formed" (Sellin, 129). To implement these effect:., Artaud advo

cated the replacement of the traditional theatre bulldmg with 
remodeled barns, factories, or airplane hangars. lie wished ro 

locate acting areas in corners, on overhead catwalks, along the 

fig. 8.51. Salvador Dall's scene de~ign for Don Juan Tmono at the Teatro 

Nauonale Mana Guerrera, Madrid, 1950. 
CourtnyofO.-.. "•toonall>oblio<t>~ rO"I II'I<t""'Art'h~. V'omN~ •s• 04 •·8 CSo-
O.h, G.tl<o·Wvado< O.h found• lion ( oVtl)ISIUJ'>t< Socltl)' IAIISl ,_.., Yorl< 

walls-all surrounding the spectaLOrs. ~There will nor be any 

set," he wrote. ~This function will be sufficient!}· undertaken by 

hieroglyphic characters, ritual costumes. manikins ten feet high 
... musical instruments tall as men, objects of unknown shape 

and purpose" (97-98). Artaud wanted to assault the audience and 
purge it morally and spiritually. Scene design in the traditional 

sense did nor exist for him. Artaud achieved little recognation 
dunng his own lifetime, but as the avanr-garde theatre developed 

after World War II, his work became a major influence on actmg 
and design. 

By the late 1920s, modernist design was common, though it 
was used most often m ballet. Audiences apparently had become 
accustomed to design that departed markedly from realism. but 

in the commercial theatres, realism-simplified from the detailed 

realism oftl1e late nineteenth centurr-was still dominant. 
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